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Some people approach the 14th February with thoughts of love and romance or possibly a fleeting thought 
about the North American folklore around Chicago’s 1929 St Valentine Day massacre.  For some, St 
Valentine’s Day is a commercial opportunity to fleece the hopelessly love sick amongst us but from an 
Australian mathematics educator’s perspective the 14th of February is a date that marks a significant 
change in the way mathematics is used in our daily lives.   
 
The 14th February 2016 was the 50th anniversary (in 2023 it will be the 57th anniversary)  of the introduction 
of decimal currency in Australia and this began the two year change over period from the British monetary 
system of pounds, shillings and pence to the decimal system of dollars and cents.  What a perfect 
opportunity for R to 6 teachers to include a cultural and historical focus in their mathematics program. 
 
The Australian Curriculum: Mathematics and the Numeracy general capability are the first ever elements 
in any Australian curriculum to give “money” or “financial mathematics” its own place through the Money 
and Financial Mathematics sub-strand and the Use Money thread to the Estimating and Calculating with 
Whole Numbers element.  Curricula prior to this saw money shunted from number to measurement and 
back again with money presented predominantly as an everyday context to do and practice arithmetic.  As 
with most of the current mathematics curriculum there is little to alert teachers to the rich opportunities a 
historical and cultural lens offers their learners to make sense of mathematics.  The notion of Mathematics 
as a Human Endeavour is sadly absent. One of the well structured and key Financial Mathematics 
resources, ASIC’s general MoneySmart web-site (https://www.moneysmart.gov.au) and MoneySmart 
Teaching web-site (https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/teaching), only offer a fleeting glance through this 
lens.  What else is possible and what are some useful resources for teacher planning and student learning 
to celebrate this anniversary?  Hence my excitement about writing this short piece for colleagues. 
 
History of Money 
Let’s start at the beginning, how did money come about and why did it come about?  Simply people needed 
to exchange goods and services for goods and services of equivalent value.  Mathematically, this notion 
of exchange for something of equal value is no different than exchanging 37 ones for 3 tens and 7 ones 
or exchanging one half for two quarters.  The notion of what something is worth or its value is a social and 
cultural construction.  This idea of worth and value has never been more obvious and fluid than in our 
world of global consumerism and free markets.  Some key questions learners may wish to explore include: 

 What are things worth? What are their values?   
 How do you ascribe value for exchanging goods in a community that doesn’t have a monetary system? 

… enter bartering. 
 Who decides the value of goods? 
 Who chooses the tokens that are exchanged to represent these values? What do we call these tokens 

today? 
 

https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/
https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/teaching
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From an Australian perspective Aboriginal groups traditionally exchanged or traded goods for other goods 
of equal value.  The Ngaut Ngaut Conservation Park, near Nildotte, is said to be one location in South 
Australia where aboriginal groups gathered and traded.  The first European settlements also began with a 
bartering system and only adopted the British monetary system after the colony was a few years old. 
 
Some useful resources to explore regarding the “history of money” include: 

 Aboriginal trade; The first Australians web-site (http://dl.nfsa.gov.au/module/1567/) 
(http://www.indigenousaustralia.info/culture/trade-routes.html) (http://austhrutime.com/trade.htm) 
Queensland Museum Network (http://blog.qm.qld.gov.au/2012/05/16/indigenous-science-australia-
had-ancient-trade-routes-too-2/) Atlas of South Australia (http://www.atlas.sa.gov.au/resources/atlas-
of-south-australia-1986/the-course-of-settlement/aboriginal-occupation)   

 BBC 1998 Ancient Inventions according to Terry Jones – episode 2 City Life where Terry Jones 
presents a four minute snapshot of bartering and the early emergence of tokens of value or money.   
The segment begins at the 40 minute mark of the program with these two urls: 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3F99h-gR4Q&list=ELAVu-XphYw1U&index=2 or 
https://myspace.com/166779572/video/ancient-inventions-city-life/100044202  

 Money time lines, maps and fact sheets; Australian Mint  - Melbourne 
(http://www.ramint.gov.au/education/downloads/2011_History_Timeline_Poster_A3.pdf) 
(http://www.ramint.gov.au/education/downloads/2011_History_Fact_Sheet1.pdf); MoneySmart 
(https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/teaching/teaching-resources/digital-activity-money-maps)  

 Niall Ferguson’s BBC series The Ascent of Money episode 1, The Dreams of Avarice provides a 
background for today’s monetary system, particularly the first twenty five minutes which introduces 
the role that Fibonacci had in financial transactions, the role of the Jews in this and the origins of 
language that we often use when making transactions and banking 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YAWnqJ9xvw).  

 The Reserve Bank of Australia Museum – the hidden history of banking 
(http://museum.rba.gov.au/exhibitions/hidden-history-banking/)  

 
Engaging students with the notion of money from a historical and cultural perspective 
As well as exploring the history of money both globally and within Australia, students have an immediate 
fascination with the tokens of value themselves, that is the coins and notes.  Have you considered students 
simply sorting a collection of coins that come from many different parts of the world or indeed from different 
times in history.  Asking students to bring in coins their parents / carers may have other than the typical 
Australian decimal coins to pool for such sorting and / or visiting dealers such as Adelaide Exchange 
Jewellers or Monetarium.   They often have bags of assorted “junk” coins for $20 that can be the basis of 
a class collection.  Some key directions to consider may include: 

 What are some different ways the collection of coins can be sorted, ie what are the key attributes? 
 What are possible student questions that may come from sorting a collection of coins with respect to 

geographic location, point in time (time line), value and the monetary unit that is what is the unit of 
comparison for value or worth, who or what are represented on the coins and why. 

 What are the coins, or indeed notes, made from and why? 
 Which coins represent the least value and which the most? 
 How to compare coins that use different units of value or worth? 

 
Limiting the collection of coins to Australian coins will help students focus on the history of Australian 
currency.  Possible focus points may include: 

 The size of a coin compared to its value; 
 The material a coin in made from compared to its value; 
 If placed as a time line, the changes in denomination from the English system of pounds (£), shillings 

(s) and pence (d) to Australian decimal system of dollars ($) and cents (c) in 1966, the possible loss 
of the 1c and 2c coins, the advent of the $1 and $2 coins. 

 The value of each coin remains the same over time but what each will buy changes with time. 
 
 
 
A specific focus on 14th February 1966 

http://dl.nfsa.gov.au/module/1567/
http://www.indigenousaustralia.info/culture/trade-routes.html
http://austhrutime.com/trade.htm
http://blog.qm.qld.gov.au/2012/05/16/indigenous-science-australia-had-ancient-trade-routes-too-2/
http://blog.qm.qld.gov.au/2012/05/16/indigenous-science-australia-had-ancient-trade-routes-too-2/
http://www.atlas.sa.gov.au/resources/atlas-of-south-australia-1986/the-course-of-settlement/aboriginal-occupation
http://www.atlas.sa.gov.au/resources/atlas-of-south-australia-1986/the-course-of-settlement/aboriginal-occupation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3F99h-gR4Q&list=ELAVu-XphYw1U&index=2
https://myspace.com/166779572/video/ancient-inventions-city-life/100044202
http://www.ramint.gov.au/education/downloads/2011_History_Timeline_Poster_A3.pdf
http://www.ramint.gov.au/education/downloads/2011_History_Fact_Sheet1.pdf
https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/teaching/teaching-resources/digital-activity-money-maps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YAWnqJ9xvw
http://museum.rba.gov.au/exhibitions/hidden-history-banking/
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 So what did actually happen on this significant day?  I appreciate that a considerable portion of colleagues 
who may read this piece were not around at this time.  Again the Reserve Bank of Australia’s museum 
web-pages are useful, in particular http://museum.rba.gov.au/exhibitions/decimal-currency/  
 
The Australian Government used television campaign to inform citizens about the change of currency with 
character called Dollar Bill as the centrepiece.  The original television / cinema clip can be found at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oR5y--dfQf0.  How could you use this clip to engage students with 
change over of currency? 
 
A recoloured version of the clip can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZTeWLA1LAs.  
Remember Australian didn’t broadcast colour television programs until 1st March 1975 when an episode 
of The Aunty Jack Show launched colour television for the ABC.  For those interested, the Aunty Jack clip 
can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIqqiK4ncfs.  Other television clips designed to help 
people come to grips with the new currency and the two year change over period can be found at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6JawKH2yaQ 
 
Possible directions students could explore include: 

 The denominations of the Australian pounds (£), shillings (s) and pence (d), what they looked like and 
the relationships between them (see images below from the Wigg Table Book circa 1964). 

 How were the values of the Australian pounds (£), shillings (s) and pence (d) systems equated to the 
Australian dollars ($) and cents (c) over the two year transition period. 

 

http://museum.rba.gov.au/exhibitions/decimal-currency/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oR5y--dfQf0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZTeWLA1LAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIqqiK4ncfs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6JawKH2yaQ
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 The changes in arithmetic students had to learn from 1964 to 1968 (see images below from The 

Pathfinder Arithmetic Books, the South Australian text at the time)  
Year 7 1964 
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Year 7 1967 

 
Year 4 1964 
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Year 5 1967 

 
 
The value of money over time 
While the value of the coins and notes may not have changed over time, what they can purchase 
has.  One way for students to explore this is to look at the purchasing power of a $1 or $10 over 
time.  For example, a package of goods that cost $1 in 1966 would cost $12.48 in 2015.  The 
Reserve Bank of Australia has web-based inflation calculator for decimal currency (1966 to 2015) 
http://www.rba.gov.au/calculator/annualDecimal.html  It also offers a pre-decimal currency 
inflation calculator http://www.rba.gov.au/calculator/annualPreDecimal.html For example, goods 
costing 10 shillings (10 s) or $1 in 1918 would cost $42.80 in 2015.  Such explorations could be 
used to cost typical household items in different decades and possibly explore the average weekly 
take home pay.  For example, The State Library of Victoria offers resources about the change in 
wages and the cost of living through http://guides.slv.vic.gov.au/c.php?g=245232&p=1633038  
Interestingly this same resource provides a scan of Fredrick Sinnett’s 1862 An Account of the 
Colony of South Australia which offers a summary of wages and prices of food (see below) 

http://www.rba.gov.au/calculator/annualDecimal.html
http://www.rba.gov.au/calculator/annualPreDecimal.html
http://guides.slv.vic.gov.au/c.php?g=245232&p=1633038
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Remember one shilling (s) is equivalent to 10 cents and one penny (d) is equivalent to 1 cent. 
 
In closing, the 14th February  marks the 57th anniversary of one of the ways mathematics is used 
in our daily lives.  I hope this brief discussion encourages you to make use of this anniversary in 
your mathematics program as an opportunity to engage your learners a cultural and historical 
perspective of everyday mathematics. 
 
Go well, 
 
Mike Chartres   
 


